
 

2020-2021   Somersworth   Middle   School   Remote   Learning   Academy   

A   New   Approach   to   Distance   Learning   

 

In   the   spring   of   2020,   teachers   and   students   were   asked   to   leave   the   traditional   classroom   and   embark   on   a   learning   journey   through  

previously   uncharted   waters.   While   struggling   with   the   logistics,   and   technological   challenges,   teachers   and   students   learned   to   navigate   these  

challenges.   While   there   were   some   highs   and   successes,   there   were   also   many   challenges,   and   the   Somersworth   Middle   School   teachers   and  

staff   spent   the   professional   development   days   at   the   end   of   the   2019-2020   year   in   critical   reflection.   The   summer   team   has   taken   this  

information,   and   through   collaboration   have   created   a   model   that   best   addresses   many   of   these   concerns,   and   creates   a   more   quality   approach  

and   expectation   of   learning   than   we   had   time   to   create   in   the   spring.  

 

We   have   created   a   more   cohesive   universal   approach   to   remote   instruction   that   couples   synchronous   live   lessons,   along   with   small  

breakout   groups   tailored   to   students’   needs   and   supports.   Together   this   will   closely   mirror   our   middle   level   best   practices.   Students   will   be  

receiving   direct   instruction,   formatively   practicing   their   skills,   and   then   receiving   feedback   on   their   submitted   evidence.   In   this   way,   teachers  

will   be   focusing   heavily   on   those   critical   standards   directly   linked   to   student’s   core   academic   competencies.   Intervention   services   and   supports  

will   be   provided   during   those   breakout   groups   to   best   meet   students   needs   and   to   best   utilize   students’   on-screen   time.  

 

Our   schedule   has   students   starting   and   ending   their   day   in   their   Advisories,   not   only   building   that   necessary   connection,   and  

relationship,   but   also   furthering   our   middle   school   community   of   caring   through   our   daily   advisory   activities   and   our   new   daily   Guidance  

Social   Emotional   Learning   activities.   The   schedule   also   has   built-in   breaks   for   students   with   available   Mindfulness   &   Wellness   activities,   but  

also   a   Universal   Student   Support   time   that   allows   students   to   check   in   with   staff   and   guidance   counselors.   The   schedule   allows   for   an   extended  

lunchtime   to   accommodate   for   community   food   service,   as   to   not   have   students   deciding   between   class   time   and   getting   daily   food.   

 

While   nothing   can   replace   face   to   face   instruction,   this   new   approach   to   remote   learning   is   much   more   in-line   with   our   needs   and  

values.   While   it   is   our   hope   for   it   to   eventually   be   safe   enough   to   fully   return   to   in-class   instruction,   in   this   ever-changing   pandemic,   the  

uncertainty   will   inevitably   place   us   back   into   a   remote   environment.   It   is   our   hope   that   by   starting   in   this   new   universal   remote   model,   we   will  

be   establishing   a   much   stronger   learning   platform,   with   stronger   learning   expectations   for   our   students.    Should   we   be   able   to   transition   or  

phase-out   of   a   full   remote   model,   these   strong   values   will   be   transferable   to   a   hybrid   or   in-school   model,   but   they   will   also   allow   for   a   more  

seamless   reintegration.   

 

Providing   a   safe,   respectful,   responsible   and   cooperative   learning   environment   for   our   students   is   paramount,   and   a   foundation   of   our  

pedagogical   beliefs.   In   a   pandemic,   we   understand   that   the   setting   may   change   and   the   obstacles   that   our   middle   schoolers   face   may   evolve,   but  

we   will   endure   to   put   forth   our   best   efforts   to   ensure   that   our   students   continue   on   the   path   to   success.   

 



 

Master   Schedule   for   Students:  
 Blue   Day   (Mon/Wed)  White   Day   (Tue./Thurs.)  Community   Day   (Fri.)  

8:00-8:30  Advisory   (Daily   Attendance)  Advisory   (Daily   Attendance)  Advisory   (Daily   Attendance)  

8:30-8:40  Brain   Break  Brain   Break  Brain   Break  

8:40-9:40  Academic   1  Academic   1  Community   Day   Activity*  

9:40-9:45  Mindful   Moment   Mindful   Moment   Mindful   Moment   

9:45-10:45  Academic   2  Academic   2  
Universal   Student   Support  

Block/   Office   Hours   10:45-11:00  Universal   Student   Support   Block  Universal   Student   Support   Block  

11:00-12:00  Lunch  Lunch  Lunch  

12:00-1:00  Essentials  Essentials  Grade   Level   Cross   Curr./PBL  

1:00-1:05  Brain   Break  Brain   Break  Brain   Break  

1:05-2:05  Academic   3  Academic   4  Grade   Level   Cross   Curr./PBL  

2:05-2:30  Advisory-SEL/   Guidance   Block  Advisory-SEL/   Guidance   Block  Advisory-SEL/   Guidance   

2:40-5:30  SYC/   Extra-Curricular  SYC/   Extra-Curricular  SYC/   Extra-Curricular  

***Academic   Blocks   will   start   with   a   15-20   min   “Live”   Direct   Instruction   Lesson,   then   Students   will   be   given   an  

assignment   and   sent   to   breakout   groups   to   complete   their   formative   or   summative   work.   At   the   end   of   the   session,  

students   will   turn   in/submit   their   work-evidence   to   their   teacher   for   feedback.   (As   there   is   less   time   with   students   due   to  

stamina   and   accessibility,   feedback   becomes   critical   for   moving   students   forward.   Individualized   feedback   for   students   will  

help   progress   monitor   competency   skills   and   will   shape   instruction.   

***Brain   Breaks   &   Mindful   Moments   will   be   guided   by   our   Crisis   Intervention   Counselor  

More   Information   Will   Follow   in   August  


